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09, Started by DrewS , Jul 20, DrewS Jul 20, This came from their Annual Show book And thanks
to Verne W. As we have done in each of the past years in which we have published an Annual
Showbook, we have again researched an old Wisconsin Farm Machinery Company. After much
inquiring and searching we have obtained the following information on this company. Actually,
when one hears the name of Gilson, it could be any one of three different companies. The
Gilson we are mainly interested in is the one that built the gasoline engines. In association with
Nicholas Martin, they built plows until when Martin established his own company. In the firm
was called Theodore Gilson and Son, as his son had joined the company at an early age. During
these years they built threshing machines and horse powers, as well as improved models of
their plows. It is interesting to note that in John Gilson invented the first adjustable office chair
irons. The Gilson Company became very well known for their chair irons, which they produced
under the name of the Gilson Manufacturing Company. Stockholders in this company were H.
Bolens and Boerner Brothers. In about they came out with the gasoline engines. Also, in and
John and J. Gilson built several two-cylinder cars at their plant in Port Washington. Some years
later, the exact year is not known, this company was known as the Gilson Bolens Manufacturing
Company; then in the Gilsons sold out to Bolens. We were not able to find out how many
engines were actually built, or just exactly which dates they were built; however, from some old
production records it would appear that they built engines from about until the s. All of the
engine records were destroyed or lost. Gilson also had a plant in Canada where they built gas
engines; also, it is interesting to know that they had a silo patented which they built there.
Bolens became president and principle owner of the Bolens Manufacturing Company; at the
time of his death in they had become the largest producer of office chair irons and one of the
earliest and largest producers of garden tractors. Bolens, today, is still a large producer of lawn
and garden tractors, etc. After the Gilsons sold out to Bolens in , they formed the J. Gilson
Company in to manufacture gray iron castings and garden tools. In the early s they suffered a
fire at their plant. It was rebuilt; however, in fire again destroyed the plant. At this time George I.
Gilson decided not to rebuild. At this time a fifth generation of Gilson, George U. It was George
U. Gilson, along with I. Heatwole, who is related to the Gilsons through marriage , who were able
to give us some of this information. We appreciate the time Mr. Heatwole spent with us and the
information which Mr. Gilson gave us to use in this history. Here at their factory they went into
production of cement mixers, feed cutters, limestone crushers, hand cement tile making
machines and other equipment and tools. This company is still in business today, having grown
into a large manufacturer of lawn and garden equipment, outdoor recreation equipment and
cement mixers. Contrary to what some gasoline engine collectors have thought, we were
informed through correspondence with this company that they never did build any gasoline
engines. All Gilson gas engines were built in Port Washington. In addition to Mr. Gilson and Mr.
Heatwole, we wish to thank Mr. John M. Niederfcorn Library at Port Washington. Find out more
about the spark plug which was invented by Edmond Berger in according to several different
sources. By Staff Jan 1, Gilson Brothers Co. It operated independently between its inception in
until acquisition by Lawn-Boy in The company was probably most well known for its garden
tillers, snowblowers and garden tractors produced from the s through the s. John P. Gilson and
his brother Michael Gilson were descendants of Theodore Gilson, who had emigrated to the
United States from Colmar-Berg , Luxembourg and, in , started what eventually became the
Gilson Manufacturing Company. Brothers John and Michael, having both worked for that
company, started the Gilson Brothers Company in At that time, the Gilson Brothers' main
products were limestone grinders, feed cutters, and concrete mixers. In , Gilson Brothers Co. It

was at this point that production of Gilson-branded lawn and snow equipment ceased. The
Gilson line of concrete mixers was sold to the Cleform company of Missouri, which was
acquired in by the Marshalltown Company of Marshalltown, Iowa. As of January , that company
still sells concrete mixers under the Gilson name. Those Gilson Brothers products that were
sold under the Gilson brand were typically painted with the company's signature
beige-and-crimson color scheme, starting in they used crimson-and-black. Most Gilson
snowblowers were powered by Briggs and Stratton engines. UniTrol or Uni-Trol was a patented
Gilson Brothers innovation in snowblower drive linkage that allows operation of the clutch and
gearchange with a single lever. It was introduced in and was available on Gilson snowblowers
until When a UniTrol snowblower is running, the engine is always turning a drive platter. The act
of engaging a gear presses a rubber-edged wheel against the flat steel surface of the spinning
platter, which transfers power through 90 degrees to the drive axle and at a ratio inversely
proportional to the distance from the center of the platter at which the wheel is engaged. A
neutral "gear" is available by simply lifting the wheel from the surface of the platter, and a
reverse gear is available by engaging the wheel at a symmetric point across the center of the
platter. The style of baffle used in the single-speed UniTrol snowblowers was also patented for
its unique design. The "Snow Cannon" was the Gilson line of compact snow throwers, for which
a patent was granted in From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. United States. Gas Engine
Magazine. Januaryâ€”February Luxembourg-American Gazette. Categories : Manufacturing
companies established in Lawn and garden tractors Snowmobile manufacturers establishments
in Wisconsin Manufacturing companies disestablished in disestablishments in Wisconsin
Defunct manufacturing companies based in Wisconsin. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Add links. Consumer durables. Plymouth, Wisconsin , United States.
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09, Started by DrewS , Jul 20, DrewS Jul 20, The place where the Gilson snowblower legacy
lives. This site is in no way affiliated with any of the products or companies mentioned or
depicted within except as noted. Supporting Gilson Equipment Owners Since The Great
American Learning Center. Your Support of This Site is Appreciated If you have found the
material on this site or any correspondence helpful you are welcome to show your appreciation
by making a donation to help further this hobby. I am always searching for reference materials
and other items that tell the Gilson Snowblower story to make this site more informative and
interesting. Without your support I cannot purchase these resources to preserve and share. If
you live in or near Southern Maine and have a Gilson you're ready to part with don't scrap it,
contact me instead! I do pay cash depending on condition, completeness and how it fits into my
collection. This being a hobby my budget is limited but I can offer your machine a good
permanent home. Donors of free machines are listed on my "Friends of the Gilson Snowblower
Shop" page. I do not resell machines. Dealers welcome. My collection is limited to Gilsons and
machines Gilson built under the many brand names shown here. I'm not that entrepreneurial
and I don't want the hassles any more than you do. On occasion I do encounter owners of
machines that may be able to help each other directly with common problems, this is usually
with non Gilson units. Before releasing contact information I always get mutual permission
before releasing e-mail addresses. Any credits shown on this site for images or machines will
be limited to first name and state or province. Upon request I will withhold this information as
well. Jump to content. You currently have javascript disabled. Several functions may not work.
Please re-enable javascript to access full functionality. Posted April 28, - AM. I'm hoping
someone can help identify the model of this tractor. It was given to me by my father-in-law and I

would like to restore it. I can't find a plate, stamp, sticker, or anything on it that gives me a
model number. First off, Welcome to the forum! Gilson made a lot of different 16 hp tractors.
You and I have the same problem in that we have a Gilson tractor and no way to define what it
actually is. Probably the first thing you should do is try to determine the year that it is, look at
the engine numbers, the first half will be the model numbers and the second half will be a date
code. This should give you an idea as to about when it was built. You might also download the
parts books that are in the manuals section to give you an idea of the different option
combinations. About all you can do is go through a process of elimation of what you do have,
or don't have to try to make your best educated guess. Good luck. Posted April 28, - PM. Thank
you so much everyone! This is all extremely helpful. In the end, I'll keep moving forward with my
restoration, but an accurate wiring diagram would be helpful. Not that big of a deal. We had the
Montgomery Ward version of that tractor when I was a kid. Ours was bought by my Dad in about
'ish. Ours was broken more than it worked, it was hard on deck spindles, but ours had the 48"
deck. These were after Gilson gave up on building tough machines and started building
machines they could churn out fast. Ours is still laying in the stall of Dad's barn where it has
been since about at least Posted April 29, - AM. It's somewhere around Definitely after and
before They went to the square 4 piece hood,grill and 2 side panels in They quit making the belt
drive with the 4 speed Vari drive in 77 and went to a Peerless 5 speed with 5 bolt hubs. Gilson
tractors are very hard to get an exact model number for betwen They didn't make many of each
model but they made ALOT of different models. They made more than 12 different Shaft drive
Hydro models from Most models from were only made for 1 year. Yours is belt drive with
manual lift so I don't think it's a hydro. Most but not all Gilson Hydros from that time had
hydraulic lift. Sorta Looks like a 5 speed with the dash mounted shifter? The 4 speed tractors
had the shifter on the tunnel and the Vari drive selector on the dash. The engine id should be
stamped into the tins on the engine and look like this. The engine id has the year and month
that the engine was built that we can decode. This particular tractor has a engine date code of
They only made 1 Hydro with hydro lift with the Belt drive 16hp Briggs twin cylinder engine in
so that means that this particular model is a B series Model Posted April 29, - PM. One of the
pictures is of how the wiring harness is hooked up, while not perfect at least in my case it
should give you a general idea of how they made the machine. Wishful thinking is that
someone, somewhere has newer parts books that could be added to the manual section. That
said, there just isn't a whole lot of information out there that I could find. Posted May 08, - PM.
Sadly most of those groups and sites are long gone. Someone on there should be able to help.
Community Forum Software by IP. Garden Tractors and Parts on eBay. Javascript Disabled
Detected You currently have javascript disabled. Please log in to reply. Posted April 28, - AM I'm
hoping someone can help identify the model of this tractor. Edited by rgrinder, April 28, - AM.
This Ford was built by Gilson in the mid to late eighties. Noel Pretty girls were not included.
Attached Thumbnails. Posted April 28, - PM A little more information. Look at the model
number. Same number as the Ford. Noel Attached Thumbnails. Posted April 28, - PM Thank you
so much everyone! Posted April 28, - PM Wish we could pin it down closer. Need more pics for
that front, side, rear. EricFromPa and rgrinder have said thanks. Posted April 29, - AM It's
somewhere around Can you post a picture of the dash and the numbers that are on the engine
please? Here is where the engine id is located on the tractor. And what do ya know. There was
very little info on the late 70s to mid s Gilson tractors even back then. Need an account?
Register now! I've forgotten my password. Remember me This is not recommended for shared
computers. Sign in anonymously Don't add me to the active users list. Network Garden Tractor
Talk. Founded in , Gilson Brothers Co. Actually, Gilson Brothers Co. Are you planning to do
regular maintenance work with your Gilson machine or, probably, it may require an immediate
repair work due to sudden breakage? Do you also face with some troubles locating a dealer of
original Gilson parts to keep your Gilson lawn mower, snow blower or any other Gilson outdoor
power equipment running at its peak? We invite you visit LawnMowerPros. Our online store
carries a variety of the most commonly used Gilson mower parts and accessories that can be
delivered right to your door within the shortest time frame possible, including blades, drive
parts, bearings and bushings, belts, spark plugs, switches, hardware, pulleys, roller chains and
links, tires, tubes, spindle assemblies and parts to name a few. As you have probably noticed,
there is a certain difficulty while finding replacement parts for Gilson outdoor power equipment
today. Local dealers tend to refuse providing such vintage parts as Gilson mower parts in hope
to make you purchase a new machine. Visit H and H Lawncare Equipment and find
genuine-quality Gilson replacement parts you've been looking for a while. Shopping cart. Lawn
Mower Parts and Equipment Since ! DIY Blog. Home Gilson Parts. We carry a large selection of
Gilson Lawn Mower Part
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s. Our online catalog has a huge selection of Gilson Lawn Mower Parts ready to ship direct to
your door. Gilson Bearings and Bushings. Gilson Belts. Gilson Blades. Gilson Drive Parts.
Gilson Engine Parts. Gilson Fuel Line. Gilson Hardware. Gilson Hour Meters. Gilson Ignition
Switches. Gilson Pulleys. Gilson Seats. Gilson Solenoids. Gilson Spark Plugs. Gilson Spindle
Assemblies and Parts. Gilson Starter Rope. Gilson Tires and Wheels. Top Briggs and Stratton
Engines. Trimmer Line. Get Help! Recommend This Page. Tell a Friend "Two Oregon 9" edger
blades. Could not be found locally in South Florida. Thanks for having them at a great price. A
very easy transaction. Would recommend Lawnmowerpros. Thanks again," - David B. A reliable
seller" - Tony "Thank you so much. It's rare to find good service like this. I appreciate it. Your
kind of service is exceptional! I waited over 4 months for my local repair shop to get the part
and they ended up with the wrong one. Next time I will do it myself.

